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SME: TIPS FOR CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

There was never a more important time for businesses to offer great customer service than today. 
Customer service is crucial to the growth of any business. It doesn’t matter whether you are a product 
or a service oriented company. It doesn’t matter if you are targeting consumers or businesses. If your 
customers do not get the service that they desire they will go somewhere else. We can all do things to 
improve customer service, so below are three tips that will help you improve customer service and gain 
customer satisfaction and loyalty.

In order to achieve high ROIs, you’ll need a list of customers that are happy to return and re-subscribe 
to your services. While the world struggles to keep afloat during this pandemic, let’s not forget that 
the digital era has given us more opportunities to focus on areas of businesses that don’t need your 
physical presence. This month’s newsletter focuses on the entrepreneurial you and how you can better 
your business from the comfort of your own home.
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Use the Data 

Provide surveys to gauge what your target market wants and needs. Collect the data and use them to 
your business’s advantage. Figure out the most important questions to ask but don’t lose steam when 
you send the survey to your client.

You’ll need to send them the survey and explain the purpose. Take a peek at some templates, so you 
see sample ideas of what to say when you invite them to fill it out.

Take Notes

There’s a valuable lesson in the self-help classic How to Win Friends and Influence People by Dale 
Carnegie. Everybody is the hero of his or her story. In other words, everybody wants to feel important.

For example: your staff can make customers feel like they matter by valuing what they have to say. Staff 
show they think customers are important by paying attention and taking notes when shoppers are 
speaking.

Learn to Handle Disgruntled Customers

The key to handling upset customers comes from that same Dale Carnegie rule about people. People 
want to feel important.

Sometimes employees handling the initial complaint can make the customer feel valued and solve 
the problem. At other times, the only way your staff can do this is to escalate the issue to a senior 
employee.

When they do this, they should take care not to offend the customer further.

It’s not in human nature to be empathic toward someone when they attack us. That’s why you have to 
train staff to solve the problem for the customer even when under fire.
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP: LAUNCHING AN ONLINE BUSINESS  

Like everything else these days, business also has gone online. The traditional ways of doing business 
are slowly losing their charm and the next generation of aspiring entrepreneurs are jumping on the 
new wave of online business – because if done correctly, adding an ‘e’ to your commerce can take your 
business to a whole new level.

Taking your business online though, is trickier than you’ve imagined. It takes time, patience and 
durability to pass through hurdles and run a successful e-commerce. If you’ve decided you want to 
leave your mark in this burgeoning digital economy and are resolute in your desire, then these 10 basic 
do’s and don’ts can help you a great deal.

Do give your time to make your site look good

The number of entrepreneurs testing their luck in the digital world is too damn high and giving your 
business a pleasing professional look is a must if you want to stand out among myriads of players who 
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are playing the same game.

Yeah in an ideal world the content should matter more than cover but when the competition is too high, 
little things decide the tie and the design of your site is one of these little things.

Don’t just assume people will find your site

Do good things, sell unique products and people will find your business one way or another. This 
concept of business might work in a Disney world utopia but unfortunately, it does not work in real 
world anymore.

The internet is simply too big for a random viewer to stumble upon your site. You should work on 
planning ways to get more direct traffic. Social media reach can aid your business a great deal in terms 
of publicity. Good SEO also helps public reaching via search engines

Do work on building a concrete platform

It’s obvious that you learn the details of the art through experience but you cannot always cross the 
bridge once you reach the river. Having the correct features planned and doing the risk analysis always 
helps.

It’s tempting to be courageous and just go out on the battlefield but you have to make sure you have 
readied your weapons and prepared a decent backup plan. Some mistakes are costly to fix so make 
sure you do the best you can to prevent them from happening.
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ACHIEVING YOUR BUSINESS GOALS 

What are business goals? Why is setting business goals important? Business goals are what a business 
expects to accomplish over a specific period of time. These could be outlined by the management or 
the business owner. The success or failure of a business is dependent on many things, one of them 
being the business goals a company sets for itself.

Having clear and defined business goals give you a clear picture of where you want to see your business 
in the future. These goals can be specific to a department or the company as a whole, they can be 
short-term or long-term goals, and they can be as simple as tidying up your workstations by the end 
of the month or bagging a certain number of clients by the end of the year. But what is important is for 
all businesses to have goals. Without goals, there’s nothing to chase or strive for. And as a business, if 
you’re not doing that, then what are you even doing?

One of the prime reasons behind the failure of a business is that they are unable to predefine their 
organizational goals. So, how does one achieve organizational goals?

Irrespective of whether you’re setting big goals or small goals, remember to keep them time-specific. 
Unless your goal is time-specific, it doesn’t really hold any value. For example, one of your goals might 
be to generate 10 leads. But in how much time do you want to generate these leads? A week? A month? 
A year? 10 leads a week sounds great! But 10 leads a year? Not so much.

Set a time frame for every goal that you define as a business. They can be weekly, monthly, quarterly, or 
yearly. It’s not necessary to stick to these, many businesses have 3, 5 and even 10-year goals! So if you 
have identified a business goal, the next step is to put a time cap on it.

Lastly, goals that you set for your business must be realistic and achievable. They should be practical 
and viable for your business. Once you identify your goals, you should be able to chalk out a plan of 
how you are going to get there. If you’re unable to define exactly what you need to do to get to your 
goals, you’re probably reaching out for one that isn’t achievable. If you set the bar too high, you or your 
team may feel like they’ll never get there. So start with goals that are easy to achieve and work your 
way up from there.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF SEO IN YOUR BUSINESS 

SEO is a very viable marketing outlet that can bring your business more qualified leads and customers. 
Moreover, studies have shown that SEO can have a better ROI than traditional forms of marketing like 
TV and print ads. Like any other marketing method, SEO isn’t magic, but it provides a business visibility, 
branding, web traffic, a high ROI, credibility, and insight into customer behavior. Let’s discuss each of 
these in turn.

SEO is Good for Business Visibility and Branding

When people search for your products and services, you obviously want to appear as high in the search 
engine rankings as possible, but the reasons for this are more than just because you want them to click 
through to your website. In fact, there is a certain amount of value in simply appearing in search results 
for terms directly related to your business. For instance, most searchers don’t just simply search once, 
click on some websites, and be done with it. Instead, they search, click on some websites, edit their 
search terms, search again, click on some websites, further hone their search terms, search again, and 
so on.

So what does this mean for your business? It means that if you can continually show in all these search 
results that you are gaining more and more mindshare with each potential customer. Chances are very 
good that they will eventually click through to your website, and since you continually displayed in all 
their search results, they will trust you that much more. Which brings us to the next reason why SEO is 
important for your business.
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SEO Provides Your Business Credibility

Searchers make mental notes of the rankings for the terms they enter into Google and other search 
engines. They may not consciously realize it, but they do. And in the minds of consumers, your ranking 
is a vote of confidence: “Google says this business is relevant, so that must be the case.”

This may sound a bit far-fetched, but let’s look at it like this: back in the golden age of the yellow pages, 
if you were looking for a plumber, did you feel more confident in calling the guy on the seventh page 
of the listings, or did you, like most people, start from the first page and work your way through? Your 
customers may not realize it, but high search rankings make you more credible in their eyes.

SEO Helps With Branding

When a consumer wants information and uses a search engine to generate possible sources of that 
information, what they key in will produce many results of what they are searching for. They will most 
likely be biased and go by the top research results. Therefore SEO is necessary for positioning your 
product and will play a key role in lead generation.

SEO Helps Generate Leads

To get consumers interested in your product, you have to position yourself. What better way to do that 
than to rank on web pages? Marketers have to research and know what consumers are interested in and 
then develop keywords that will be used to create an SEO strategy for their website.

SEO drives people to your website and is necessary for every business. SEO is a must-have and is 
essential for business growth and giving a business that competitive edge. With niche content creation, 
a company can gain a competitive advantage over its competitors.
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